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is a thing to see and remember. And so is the sunset light
on the west front of the Parthenon.
We are doing very well here. The hotel is simply an
Inn built out of the west tower of the church and the
remains of the Prior's lodging. It seems that Landor
lived here—in our room probably—most of the time he
lived here at all. Southey and Mrs. Southey stayed here
with him. He seems to have inhabited the house he built
a few meadows above the Abbey very little. It is now
much more ruined than the Abbey. The food is very
plain but very good. I never tasted better beef or mutton.
The worst is the dark, due to the thickness of the walls
and the smallness of the windows. Yesterday Ruth and I
had a grand walk, one of the very finest and quite the
loneliest I have ever had. Mother started with us and
walked a mile and a half and then returned and spent
her day writing to you and sympathising with us—very
like her you'll agree. But we wanted no sympathy. It's
true we had some violent squalls of wind, rain and haiL
But we had also a lot of sun, and we agreed that the mix-
ture was the best possible weather for seeing mountains.
Our walk was thirteen or more miles from here to Hay
over the Black Mountains by a sort of cart track, and we
never saw a soul on the road all the way (except one man)
till we got close to Hay when who do you think we asked
our way of, with all the confidence with which one asks
anything of the C.O.S., even of its less orthodox mem-
bers? Sir Charles Lucas!—who I hear spends his holidays
with a widowed sister at Hay! He was taking his walks
abroad with the parson of Hay. But they cheerfully told
us it was about a mile to the station and we found it nearer
two, and Ruth would certainly have missed the train if
she had not been so fortunate as to have a father! At least
she ought to have missed it as we had only two minutes to
spare* But as a matter of fact a farmer who heard me
make the above remark, and agreed with me as to,the
casual flightiness of youth, said the train would probably
be twenty minutes late—and so it was.

